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since 1981, glenbeigh, a non-profit specialty hospital, 
has provided a comprehensive continuum of world-class 
addiction prevention, treatment and recovery services to 
adults, age eighteen and over, and their families.  

thousands of men and women have been successfully 
guided back to productive and sober lives.  the glenbeigh 
philosophy of care is based on the belief that chemically 
dependent individuals can develop a lifestyle free from 
alcohol and drug addiction.  

for individuals and families who are impacted by addiction, 
glenbeigh provides help in transforming their lives.   

glenbeigh helps patients develop the foundation needed to  
maintain abstinence from addictive drugs and improve 
health, wellness and quality of life.
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I was in the worse possible place in my life when I came to 
Glenbeigh. All I had left were the clothes on my back. My 

addiction had sucked the life out of me and I was at the point 
of no return. It took time, but working with my counselor I 

learned there is more to life than using and I was worth saving! 
My recovery journey has not been easy or painless. This is the 
hardest thing I’ve ever done but right now I’m clean and sober.   
I don’t ever want to go back to that dark place with addiction!

   Jon A
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Dear Friends of Glenbeigh,

providing quality addiction treatment in a warm caring atmosphere is the essence of glenbeigh’s vision.  many of 
us need look no further than our own family, circle of friends or coworkers to understand the devastating effects of 
chemical dependency. addiction has no boundaries. it can destroy the life of anyone regardless of their background  
or status.  

at glenbeigh, we focus on one thing: providing the highest quality of care to adults suffering from alcohol and/or drug 
addiction. this is our mission. we have a genuine connection to our patients and have helped thousands of people 
successfully return to their homes, families and lives.  

within this annual report, i am proud to share with you glenbeigh’s significant milestones achieved during 2011. as 
you read, please note that many of these accomplishments would not have been possible without the generosity of 
our family of donors. 

moving ahead, we will focus on construction of another extended treatment facility, continued renovation and 
upgrades to keep our facilities comfortable and the establishment of an endowment fund to ensure glenbeigh is here 
to transform the lives of those seeking recovery and to assist and educate family members so they, too, can heal.  

thank you for giving, for believing in our patients – those we’ve served and those we will serve – and in the power that the 
glenbeigh family has when we join together.  

sincerely,

pat weston-hall
chief executive officer 
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Recovery Services

glenbeigh maintains an on-going commitment to world-class patient care. our treatment philosophy is based upon the 
disease model of addiction and adheres to an abstinence based, 12 step model of recovery. thousands of patients and 
their families have transformed their lives with the help of our experienced team of caring, trusted professionals.   

Inpatient Specialty Hospital - situated on 80 acres of serenity, glenbeigh’s rock creek campus houses the core of 
our treatment programs. care is provided by over 250 highly skilled, compassionate, multi-disciplinary caregivers, which 
include credentialed addiction and mental health professionals. counselors, therapists, social workers, american society 
of addiction medicine (asam) certified physicians, educators, nurses, fitness specialists and spiritual caregivers work 
closely with patients and their families to achieve treatment goals and implement the changes necessary to maintain a 
drug free, healthy lifestyle.  

Outpatient Centers - glenbeigh’s six outpatient centers collectively provided over 37,500 intensive outpatient programs 
(iops), assessments and individual, family and group counseling services - an increase of 4.66% from 2010. while all 
centers concentrate on continuing care along with family programs, both glenbeigh of erie and toledo also offer specialty 
health professionals recovery groups.  

Outpatient Services

  iop visits assessments individual counseling group counseling
Total Services Provided 24,246 1,369 1,095 10,837
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Mom, I’ve always wanted a strong, good 
relationship with you.  I love being around you 

when you’re sober.  I just want a normal life.   
When you get drunk I never know what will happen 
or how you’ll act.  I’ve always wondered if you hate 

me.  I just want you to love me.  So I need you 
to be the good mom that I know you are.  Please 

mom, for me, get help.  I need my mom back.

Megan R
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Extended care allowed me more time to clear my mind of the insanity I’ve 
struggled with for 40 years. With my counselor’s direction and genuine help 
from my peers I made a complete turn around with my attitude and thinking. 
I’m ready for a new way of living and giving.                                        
       Darla S8



Residential Services

Extended Treatment 
glenbeigh’s extended care program offers an enhanced core curriculum for an effective transition from primary addiction 
treatment to structured extended care.  extended residential care is offered to recovering individuals who need a longer 
treatment program in order to establish a solid foundation in sobriety.  it can also benefit those who have a history of  
multiple treatment episodes and/or relapses and those who have enduring issues with their professional standing, 
employment or home life.  

during extended care, patients participate in gender-specific programs which include individual, group and family counseling; 
recreational activities; educational and living skills groups. all dimensions involved in the recovery process are addressed 
while providing patients the opportunity to practice the 12 step principles in a structured environment.  

in response to the increasing need for extended treatment services, and with partial funding from generous donors, glenbeigh 
constructed an extended treatment facility located on the rock creek campus.  the facility features a great room, kitchen 
with dining area, sleeping areas and counseling rooms.  

since opening in January 2011, the women’s extended treatment facility has significantly expanded and enhanced glenbeigh’s 
proven, highly regarded, treatment services.  

Sober Living
the niles outpatient center offers traditional outpatient services in conjunction with a sober living recovery residence for men.  
this transitional living environment has on-site clinical staff and resident house managers who provide guidance and oversight.  
residents learn first hand how to deal with emotions, relationships and caring for others while living in a safe environment.  
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O’Neill Foundation Grant

glenbeigh received a $20,000 grant award from the william J. and dorothy K. 
o’neill foundation to rebuild glenbeigh’s main website.  

over the last few years there has been a steady increase in the number of patients 
that make initial contact through the internet when seeking treatment services. in 
fact, over the last five years there has been a transition in how individuals search 
for treatment services and how treatment centers are recommended.  

throughout 2011 glenbeigh staff worked with experienced designers to develop 
and update the site platform to make it easier to find help for addiction.  thanks to 
the resources provided by the o’neill foundation’s capacity building grant, visitors 
will find the glenbeigh website reflects our world-class facility.    

this venture will bring a better life to those most in need and we are grateful to the 
o’neill foundation for their support.  

In 2011, The William J. and Dorothy K. O’Neill Foundation awarded almost 
$2 million to non-profit agencies in the nine metropolitan areas it serves.  
Visit www.oneillfdn.org for more information on the O’Neill Foundation or 
like them on Facebook at www.facebook.com/oneillfoundation 

Each year generous donors give to 
Glenbeigh in order to bring healing to 

those who turn to us for treatment.  

Our highlights and accomplishments 
are the direct result of the dedication 

and generosity from friends, family, 
alumni, staff, foundations and the 

regional business community.  

While Glenbeigh’s goal is to further 
our reputation as a nationally- 

recognized facility for the treatment 
of chemical dependency, we believe 

in giving back to the community 
and are engaged regularly with 

community-focused programs and 
services.  

Thank you to everyone who donated 
during 2011. Your commitment 

to Glenbeigh allowed us to share 
recovery with patients and family 

members and provide the programs 
and facilities needed to transform 

lives and rebuild families.  
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Highlights and Accomplishments

patients and their families turn to glenbeigh to transform 
their lives using the tools provided in our comprehensive, 
gender specific, treatment programs. each year glenbeigh 
focuses on specific initiatives designed to give patients the 
foundation needed to maintain abstinence from addictive 
drugs. Key initiatives completed in 2011 include:

Expansions – glenbeigh opened the doors to a new 
women’s extended treatment facility on January 13, 2011. 
the facility features 6,900 square feet of living space and 
has remained at 100% capacity.

complimenting our focus on improving health, glenbeigh 
designed and installed a one-quarter mile outdoor walking 
trail for patients and employees. glenbeigh also completed 
renovations on the outdoor volleyball court bringing it  
to regulation size and adding a bed of sand and a  
durable net. 

Accreditation – glenbeigh retained its Joint commission 
gold seal of approvaltm.  glenbeigh was commended for the 
staff’s professional spirit and outstanding commitment to 
promoting good health and recovery. 

Connection to the World – in march, glenbeigh created 
several on-line resources for those in recovery. through 
social media glenbeigh offers inspiration and tools to 
enhance recovery as well as a resource where family 
members can learn to develop a sense of self.  

Social Media for Patients and Alumni – glenbeigh’s 
unique patient portal went live at www.myglenbeigh.com in 
april. it offers patients and alumni a state-of-the-art means 
of electronically accessing resources on a daily basis and a 
way to connect with a glenbeigh recovery coach.  

Education – glenbeigh provided opportunities for regional 
nursing students and counselor/social worker interns to 
work with experienced staff in order to enhance students’ 
understanding of addiction and to obtain advanced  
clinical practice. glenbeigh remains committed to providing 
educational opportunities for those who will care for 
individuals and families struggling with the disease of 
addiction.  
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Rise and Shine

rise and shine programs are offered throughout the year 
by glenbeigh as an excellent opportunity for continuing 
education for professionals in northeast ohio and 
beyond. in 2011, over 600 professionals participated 
in these informational sessions covering a range of 
addiction-related topics. attendees had the opportunity to 
learn new and innovative techniques and concepts while 
having the chance to network with colleagues.  

glenbeigh’s rise and shines are approved for continuing 
education credit hours by:

Ohio:

state of ohio counselor, social worker and marriage and 
family therapist board

ohio chemical dependency professional board (ocdpb)

Pennsylvania:

pennsylvania certification board (pcb)

pennsylvania state board of social workers, marriage 
and family therapists and professional counselors

employee assistance certification commission (eacc)

Fellowship
each year glenbeigh hosts a series of fellowship events for alumni, 
family, friends and the recovery community. these events have 
a resounding impact on all who support recovery and help raise 
awareness and funds for programs.  

•	 Glenbeigh	Annual	Alumni	and	Recovery	Community	Picnic

•	 Niles	Spring	and	Winter	Banquets	

•	 Laugh	Out	Loud	Night	of	Comedy	–	Improv	Comedy	Club,	Cleveland

•	 Night	of	Comedy	with	Tim	Grealish	–	Canton,	Erie,	Rocky	River,	
toledo

•	 Niles	Outpatient	Center	Holiday	Picnics

Community Benefits and Education 
in July 2011, glenbeigh proudly sponsored the 10th annual 
association of recovery schools annual conference: rock & roll 
to recovery, held at case western reserve university in cleveland, 
ohio.  the conference was hosted by prevention & recovery 
services, case western reserve university. several of glenbeigh’s 
counseling staff attended and william hale, phd, licdc, facilitated 
a breakout session titled: “Life Skills Training: Teaching Critical 
Developmental Tasks in Early Recovery.”

glenbeigh remains committed to sponsoring educational programs 
that bring together national speakers with health care professionals 
to help those suffering with chemical dependency.  
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As a social worker I regularly deal 
with heartbreak and anguish. With 

the recession, more families are 
asking for help. I do the best I can 

but my agency budget is tight. 

Glenbeigh’s Rise and Shines 
allow me to acquire professional 

continuing education credits free of 
charge. I learn about new concepts 

for care and treatment as well as 
options for my clients. I also have 

a chance to connect with other 
professionals in my field. This is a 

great way to make contacts so I 
can help more people.  

Thanks to Glenbeigh, I can commit 
more resources to serving people 

in our own back yard.   
     
                              Julie S
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I put my Mom and Dad through hell.  I drank to feel 
normal, to fit in with others, to be cool. Eventually I could 

no longer imagine my life without alcohol. My addiction 
made me believe I was the only one suffering – my 

parents only wanted to hassle me.

 I came to Glenbeigh on my 26th birthday after 3 
relapses, 2 DUIs, failed attempts at several colleges and 
alienation from everyone who cared for me. When I saw 
my parents come for the family program at Glenbeigh, I 
cried. Mom and Dad talked about their pain, heartache 
and desperation. They were hurting as much as I was. 

Together we learned how to rebuild our family.  

Life can be great, and sometimes it can be lousy.  
What’s important is that I get through another day  

without using by working the program.

I finally got that degree which had always eluded me when 
I was drinking. Today my life is less chaotic and I can 

enjoy time with my parents without seeing only worry and 
fear in their eyes. Glenbeigh helped us heal our family.  

     Kevin G
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Allocation of Donations

glenbeigh provides many resources for patients and their families as part 
of the solid foundation needed to sustain long-term recovery. more people 
are struggling with addiction. throughout 2011 we were confronted with an 
increasing societal need for treatment. aided by contributions, we are proud 
to share the following information regarding the care we provided for the year 
ending december 31:

People Served - glenbeigh treated 2,553 inpatients at the rock creek specialty 
hospital. a steady increase of services provided through glenbeigh’s outpatient 
centers continues with a rise of 7.39% from 2009 to 2010 and additional growth 
of 4.66% from 2010 to 2011.  

Family Program - offered each week to family members of current patients, 
this day long program is an educational experience designed to alleviate 
confusion and promote healing. family education is an important aspect of the 
recovery process and because glenbeigh believes it is vital to long-term recovery 
this program is provided free of charge. 4,003 family members participated in 
the family program during 2011.  

Scholarships - often times, finances are the number one barrier to receiving 
or continuing treatment. 70% of glenbeigh’s patients receive some level of 
assistance. more than $6.4 million of full or partial financial assistance was 
provided to help those who lacked the resources to access treatment. $4.1 
million of that total was in the form of overnight scholarships allowing patients to 
stay longer, building a solid foundation for recovery.

we extend special thanks to all our alumni, families, staff and friends who 
contributed to the scholarship fund allowing us to provide more care to those so 
desperately in need.   15

Allocation of Donations
2011

Scholarship
19.6%

Endowment
1.4%

Memorial Gifts
2.3%

Unrestricted
22.6%

Restricted 
Extended 
Care
48.9%

Library Fund
0.3%

Special Appeal
4.9%

Endowment 1050
Scholarship 15120.5
Special Appeal 3767
Memorial Gifts 1770
Unrestricted 17405.07
Library Fund 201.31
Restricted Extended Care 37642.89



glenbeigh is dedicated to providing an outstanding level of care 
and proud of the profound impact our caregivers make as they 
serve patients and their families. caregivers put patients first 
at all times. listening to our patients is why we maintain a high 
patient (97%) and referent (98%) satisfaction rating.  

because of this, alumni are our top referents. glenbeigh 
encourages patients to grow personally and supports their 
efforts by providing an environment that is secure, challenging, 
enjoyable and conducive to recovery. glenbeigh also works 
closely with over 900 professional referents from 9 states who 
represent health care providers and employers. 

during 2011, the majority of patients came from ohio, 
pennsylvania and west virginia. glenbeigh also provided 
treatment to individuals from 18 other states as well as from 
overseas. 

Service Update
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Employer/EMedia Family or Friend Health Care Provider Alumni
150 225 395 675 925

Alumni

Health Care Provider

Family or Friend

Media

Other

Employer/EAP

925

675

395

225

183

150

Referent Type



My sister, my best friend, no longer trusted me. She thought she was helping but I was lying to her, and myself, 
about everything. In desperation I stole from her. Drugs were ruining my life! I got here because of bad choices 
and I was determined to start making good ones. Getting treatment was my first step and Glenbeigh helped 
me. With a partial scholarship I could afford the treatment I needed. Thank you for believing I could change and 
giving me a chance to get my sister back.    
          Sue M
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It took a long time for me to realize that my life 
was out of control. I used drugs for over 30 years 
and successfully convinced myself I didn’t have a 
problem. I’m a family man with a good job. It took 
an overdose to wake me up. My employer helped 
me find Glenbeigh to get the treatment I needed.  

Rehab helped me get clean. Now I work the 
program, call my sponsor and go to meetings  

to stay clean.  I feel blessed that I have a  
second chance at life. 

Martin L



connecting with the world through the internet and social 
media is vital to glenbeigh, a provider of world-class 
service.  

the number of people exploring glenbeigh’s website for the 
first time increased 57.6% between 2009 and 2011.  the 
number of people returning to glenbeigh’s website for a 
second time increased 42.6% between 2009 and 2011.  

visitors use the glenbeigh website to explore our facility, to 
access information on our programs and services and to 
contact our admissions department. visitors also searched 
other areas of the website to read our newsletter, Glimmer, 
and to find information on upcoming educational programs 
and events.  

the launch of an updated, redesigned website in 2012 
will improve navigation and make access to information 
much easier for those with, or for those who want to help 
someone with, addiction.  

Staying Connected
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Staying Connected Continued

every patient at glenbeigh is given the opportunity to enhance their personal recovery using web-based tools.  
the following sites launched during 2011 offer resources and continual inspiration:

Take Glenbeigh With You Every Day:

•	 www.myglenbeigh.com		Glenbeigh	Recovery	Portal	–	Patients	and	Alumni	can	access	tools	and	resources	that	
help on a daily basis and provide a connection with glenbeigh as needed.  

•	 www.glenbeighrecoverycommunity.wordpress.com		Glenbeigh’s	Blog	on	living	the	12	Step	program	in	all	we	do.

•	 @glenbeighrd		Receive	tweets	from	Glenbeigh.

Social Media Resources:

•	 www.facebook.com/GlenbeighRecoveryCommunity	-	Join	us	on	facebook	and	interact	with	others	interested	in	
recovery.

•	 www.facebook.com/MyGratitudeSpeaks	-	My	Gratitude	Speaks	offers	daily	inspiration	and	encouragement.

•	 www.facebook.com/SimpleAndSerene	-	Keeping	it	Simple	and	Serene	(KISS)	–	A	resource	for	those	who	love	
someone in recovery.
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I interrupted my process of recovery because I didn’t 
stick to the basics. I was in relapse mode allowing myself 

to be backed into a corner with the same old friends  
at the same old places. Finally, I decided it was not  

what I know, it’s what I do with what I know.  

I called my sponsor and reached out for help. I finally took 
a real look at Glenbeigh’s on-line resources and began to 

use them. The Patient Portal allows me to manage my 
program, journal and track significant events  

– things I need to do to stay clean.  

I avoided a full relapse but it scared me. I’m grateful 
knowing Glenbeigh is always just a click away.    

Tatiana P



Glenbeigh
Board of Trustees

Joe Giangola, Chairman
Ian Glass, M.D., Vice-Chairman
Bill Dingledine, Secretary/Treasurer

suk K. choi, m.d. 
roger corlett 
rev. neroy carter
fred degrandis
robert dlwgosh, m.d.
michael habowski
Jason hergenroeder
eleanor Jammal
nancy Kister
ashok v. Kondru, m.d.
nafisa Kondru, m.d.
tim o’brien, m.d.
susan stocker, ph.d.
Joe vendel
steve walling

Ex-Officio Members
peg carlo, chair, community advisory council
shirley viall, president, acmc volunteer auxiliary

2011 Glenbeigh Development 
Advisory Board

ann walling 
charlie miner
deborah selden
Jamie showers
mark heuschkel
marta stone
michael frasca
richard grimm
rick Krochka
susan grimm
william leimkuehler

carrie artman
gary seech
pat weston-hall
sheila vandergriff
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Organizational Leadership

pat weston-hall – chief executive officer
dr. nyk pidhorodeckyj – medical director

linda advey – medical records director
terri ball – director of operations
melissa betz – nursing supervisor
charlotte brown – utilization review manager
max burkins – clinical supervisor canton
Joanna calabris – nursing supervisor
rebecca campbell – nursing supervisor
shirley deary – human resources manager
Kathy defazio – admissions manager
brian eliason – counselor aid supervisor
becky enstrom – nursing supervisor
Kathy fox – director, dietary and housekeeping
Kim hochschild – mis manager
Jennifer hubbard – assistant director, dietary and housekeeping
carol lacy – clinical supervisor toledo
patty maguire-palm – community services coordinator 
madeline martin – clinical supervisor niles
roberta mcintyre, rn – director of nursing / ur / security
marilou mertz – director of beachwood / rocky river
helen park – business office manager / transportation
tim phillips – maintenance director
Judy rogers – fitness director
gary seech – director of regional operations
erika taddie-osborn – counseling director
sheila vandergriff – director of development
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The stories told within the Annual Report are compositions of actual patients.   
To preserve anonymity, photographs and names have been changed.  



Glenbeigh,	P.O.	Box	298	•	Rock	Creek,	OH	44084
1-800-234-1001 / www.glenbeigh.com


